Motivation
• Heavy quarkonium: probes perturbative and nonperturbative aspects of QCD. QCD.
• NRQCD has achieved great success.
-resolves IR divergence problem resolves IR divergence problem.
-the surplus production of at Tevatron.
double quarkonium production at B factories etc Gong,Wang,PRD78,074011(2008) -double quarkonium production at B factories, etc.
• there are still unresolved puzzles.
l i i f T -polarization of prompt at Tevatron.
CS(NLO)
• the double quarkonium production at hadron colliders.
-test NRQCD.
Braaten,Kniehl,Lee,PRD62,094005 (2000) 3 test NRQCD.
-get hints for the puzzles.
Double quarkonium production q p
• still room for the color-octet contribution.
• need to find the process in which the color-octet contribution is indeed dominant.
-double quarkonium production? double quarkonium production?
• already predicted to test the color-octet mechanism at the Tevatron.
Barger Fleming Phillips('96)
• recently extended to the LHC. Barger, Fleming, Phillips( 96) • Previous works considered only identical quarkonium pair production;
Li,Zhang,Chao(PRD80,014020);Qiao,Sun,Sun(0903.0954)
-use gluon fragmentation approximation for the CO contribution.
• extend the double quarkonium production of different flavor. Color-singlet channel g
• The leading precoesses are of order • The leading precoesses are of order .
• Two subprocesses at this order contribute • 31 Feynman diagrams in the color-singlet channel.
Color-octet channel (gluon fragmentation approx.) (g g pp ) fragmentation
• The leading precoesses are of order g diagrams
• gluon fragmentation approximation.
-two real gluon production, followed by the fragmentation of each
• The leading precoesses are of order . g p , y g gluon into a quarkonium in the 3 S 1 color-octet state.
• 4 Feynman diagrams.
• The schematic form of the cross section is
• It is necessary to evaluate the frag. func. at the fac. scale Color-octet channel (gluon fragmentation approx.) (g g pp )
• easy to include contributions from feeddown of and .
• increases the cross section by about a factor 6.
• recently carried out by two groups(Li,Zhang,Chao;Qiao,Sun,Sun).
• but evaluated at the threshold. • but, the fragmentation approximation is valid only at large p T .
Color-octet channel (full calculation) ( ) -1 S 0 and 3 P 0 color-octet matrix elements may be much suppressed.
• 72 Feynman diagrams.
-3 S 1 (8) + 3 S 1 (8) combination will be dominant at large p T .
10 production (full calculation) p ( )
CO CS
• The CO contribution dominates over the CS contribution at p T >16 GeV.
• The color-singlet contribution dominates at small p T .
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The CO contribution dominates over the CS contribution at p T 16 GeV.
• the spectrum vanishes at p T =0, because both channels are free of infrared divergence. production (full calculation) p ( )
• essentially the same as for the double J/ψ production.
• The CO contribution dominates over the CS contribution at p T >24 GeV.
Double quarkonium production (same flavor) q p ( )
• double quarkonium production of same flavor can be tested at the LHC.
• If we consider the contributions from feeddown of and , it seems that the color octet mechanism may be testable at the LHC seems that the color-octet mechanism may be testable at the LHC • The CS contribution might contaminate the CO contribution.
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• We suggest the production at the LHC as a clean probe of the color-octet mechanism. Double quarkonium production of different flavor • Tree-level color-singlet contribution accompanies at least two hard gluons.
-suppressed by a large factor of . -extra hard jets in the final state.
• The color singlet contribution at one loop level can appear via two • The color-singlet contribution at one-loop level can appear via twogluon exchange. The relative size of the CS contribution to the CO is 16 0.002 at p T =10 GeV Double quarkonium production (different flavor) q p ( )
• Thus we conclude that the color-singlet contribution is fully suppressed d l il di ti i h bl and also easily distinguishable.
• The production at the LHC will provide good tests for the colort t h i ith l b k d d ith t l i l t octet mechanism with less backgrounds and without color-singlet contamination.
• If we cannot observe the events at the expected level it would imply • If we cannot observe the events at the expected level, it would imply that the current values of the color-octet matrix elements are overestimated.
production p dominates at p T >6 GeV.
• p T dominates at p T <4 GeV.
• Three contributions compete among one another at 4 GeV < p T < 6 GeV
Three contributions compete among one another at 4 GeV < p T < 6 GeV.
Double quarkonium production (different flavor) q p ( )
